LIFE SAVING SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
We face challenges every day: more and more
data, numbers, images to be stored, organized,
archived, searched, protected. Samples to be
processed, lives to be saved, information to be
accessed, stored, transmitted. Faster, bigger,
better. Flawlessly.
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CHALLENGES
The typical error rate for human data entry is 1 error per 300 characters.
For barcode scanners, error rate is around 1 error in 36 trillion characters,
depending on the type of barcode used.
Human errors and data entry errors can bring irreparable damage to a
business leading to: higher costs, unhappy customers, and time spent
solving problems. In some situations, errors can be irreparable to a
business image and reputation, and in many instances they will involve
legal ramifications.
In this industry, customer service and client satisfaction defines the
success Document management, professionalism, speed are key
components that will help any insurance agency prevail. Managing
documents such as applications, insurance policies, claims, photographs,
and reports can be a challenge, especially when dealing with a lot of
customers.
Solution: ByteScout BarCode SDK, QR Code SDK, BarCode Reader
SDK and Document Parser SDK
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PROCESS AUTOMATION
ByteScout Barcode Generator SDK is used to add barcodes to
existing documents to track electronic and printed documents later
and identify relation of document to a specific customer or group of
customers.
ByteScout Barcode Reader SDK is used to automate tracking of
scanned and electronic documents in pdf, images, tiff formats. Split
and merge documents based on found barcodes.
ByteScout Barcode Generator SDK to automate printing of QR Code
or Code 39 / Code 128 barcodes for inventory purposes for physical
goods in your office. Track them using Barcode Reader SDK via live
camera, from photos, from pdf or pictures.
Use Document Parser SDK to automate data extraction from large
amount of incoming documents using easy to create and update
extraction templates.
QR Code SDK automates printing of QR codes to inventorize your
products for improved storage and classification.
QR Code SDK can add custom QR codes to existing electronic files
specifying the customers/groups of customers in order to facilitate
docs tracking afterwards.
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